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REPORT ON A GOOD 
NEIGHBOR .

The economical and grographical 
conditions-say the speaker-are 
similar in both countries.In order 
to say,not only the economical and 
geogrrphical conditions are alike, 
but the way the people think and 
live.

In Argentina the children may 
begin kindergartens which are free 
to the public.Also the \iniversitie? 
which arvD L-apported by the Federal 
Governmsnt are open to everyone 
without tuition.

Argentina is the worldts larges 
producer and exporter of linseed, 
the largest exproter of chilled 
beef and corn and the second larges 
exporter of wheat and wool.It Is 
also the principal exporter of hide 
to the United States.

The population Is estimated at 
eighteen million and Is one third 
the size of the Util ted States,

The Argentine Constitution was 
patterned after ours♦Therefore the 
political organization of the two 
countries is much alike.

Argentina is placcd as far 
south of the equator as we are nort 
which makes the climate in the nort 
warm and in the south cold.Also 
their seasons are opposite from our 

His impression of the united 
States was good*Ho was delighted
with the friendly hospitality of 

In one of the weekly meetings of the southern people,especially in
the Rotary Clubi A.Hector Sosa, of 
La Plata, At»gentirla,who is the 
District scholarship student at the 
Appalachian State Teachers College 
in B o o n e ,gave a talk about his 
country and his impressions of our 
section of the United States*

He emphasiised the importance of 
the scholarships in promoting mutual 
understanding among our countries*

the western part of North Carolina.
This scholarship is doing a 

very fine job in bringing good wil3 
among the nations of North end 
south Amoricai
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